STOP!

Read Instructions prior to assembling tent.

The tent assembly you are about to experience will knock your socks off! That said, we don’t want it to knock your head
off, or anyone else’s. The Mantica employs an inner tension frame that “wants” to pop open. Make sure the space you’re
camping in is clear of people, pets, fire and gear. While grasping the frame tightly in one hand, release the strap with
your other hand. Now simply throw the tent into the air, away from you, and in the general direction of your camping
area. POP! You’re tent is now opened! At this stage, you’ve almost completed the assembly of your tent! Follow the
diagram below to get a better picture for properly assembling the Mantica tent. Thanks for choosing Gigatent.

4. Insert pole into sleeve

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

and then insert pole
ends into grommets.

1. Firmly grasp outer
frame of tent with
one hand and
release the elastic
strap with the
other hand.

2. Throw tent into

3. Pull out the tent

the air to pop
open.

5. Stake down

corners and
stake down.

the fly with the
guy lines.

PACKING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Pull the top edges of the front

and back ends of frame together
and twist to form 2 large loops.

2. Twist one side inward and

then repeat for the other side.

3. Tuck in excess fabric into the
loops.

when pushed all the way
down to the ground. You
should now have 4 smaller
loops, (2 on each side).

ground. NOTE: ensure bottom of
loops do not slide apart when
pressing down on frame.

NOTE: MAKE SURE TENT IS CLEAN
AND DRY PRIOR TO PACKING INTO
CARRY BAG. IF YOU MUST PACK
AWAY WET, BE SURE TO OPEN TENT
AND LET IT DRY AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE. STORING WET TENT IN CARRY
BAG WET WILL CAUSE MOLD AND IS
NOT COVERED UNDER OUR WARRANTY.

Form Figure 8

5. Frame will form a “figure 8”

4. Press frame straight down to the

6. Fold one side of loops

onto the other. The loops
will bend at the cross
section of the figure 8.

7. Pull strap over the folded

tent to keep it from
opening. Stuff tent and fly
into the carry bag.

